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The Time for Solar
 Federal tax credit extended through 2021
 Dropping prices! In PA, prices are lowest ever—even
without state rebate program.
 Finally, big wheels turning to control carbon emissions…
Clean Power Plan, Paris Agreement, next?
If current emission trends continue…
in 35 years, Pennsylvania will be about 5.4°F warmer
and have 8% more precipitation than in 2000.
(severe storms, floods, air and water quality issues, disease)
Pennsylvania Climate Impacts Assessment Update, August 2015
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Talking Points
 Quick Solar Warm Up
 Ways to Go Solar
– Install Solar on Your Property
• You Purchase (Buy Outright)
• Work with Third Party (PPA, Lease)
• MAREA’s PA Solar Installer Directory (including battery
backup)

– “Shop” (choosing your grid-electricity generator)

 Recent Solar Policy Developments
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Words & Relationships to Know
 Power, in W or kW
– Used to describe “size” of a system.

– Each module has a “wattage” rating.
– Array’s power (or size) is sum of module wattages.

 Electricity, in kWh
– Electricity is a form of energy.
– Solar “power” turns energy from sun into electricity.

– How much electricity depends on the size (wattage)
of the system and how much sun.
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Solar Array
40 240-W modules = 9.6 kW array
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Solar Electric Basics
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Handy Rules of Thumb
 In Pennsylvania, can expect to generate about
1,250 kWh/yr of electricity from each kW of PV
(How much electricity do you use per year? On your utility bill.)

 Site needs to be south facing & unshaded
 Each installed kW requires about 75 sq ft.
4 kW array … ~300 sq ft … ~5,000 kWh/yr
10 kW array … ~750 sq ft … ~12,500 kWh/yr
12 kW array … ~900 sq ft … ~15,000 kWh/yr
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8 kW System, Allentown, PA
(pic for demo--actual 8 kW system would have many more PV modules!)

Typical July

1,135
283 kWh

Typical November

Night time

159
509 kWh

0 kWh

Total Generation (long-term average) ~ 10,239 kWh/year
(source: pvwatts.nrel.gov)
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Net Metering
 State policy that allows for the flow of electricity to and from
the customer. (Details available at www.dsireusa.org)
 Customer facility uses solar electricity first
 gets more as needed from the grid
 sends excess electricity to the grid
 utility company keeps track of balance

 At end of year, customer gets credit for annual net excess
generation at “price to compare” (gen & trans, not dist)
 Policy applies to big utility companies, not locally-owned
utilities & co-ops, CHECK FIRST
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Federal Renewable Energy Tax Credit
 30% of cost of installation
 Starting with 2009 tax year, no limit (formerly capped at
$2,000)
 Does not have to be primary residence

 Tax credit can be carried over (check with accountant!)
 Expires Dec 31, 2016—RENEWED!
 Expires Dec 31, 2021 (steps down from 30% to 22%)

 Details available at www.dsireusa.org
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Solar Renewable Energy Credits (SRECS)
 PV owners earn 1 SREC for every 1,000 kWh generated
 A REC represents the generation “attributes” of the electricity
(solar, clean, renewable). SREC is Solar REC.
 Doesn’t matter who uses electricity
 SRECs have market value determined by supply and demand
 State Renewable Energy Portfolio Standards (RPS) create a
demand for SRECs
 To sell SRECs, must register facility with PA AEPS
 Details available at www.dsireusa.org, www.pennaeps.com
and https://www.pjm-eis.com/getting-started/about-GATS.aspx
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www.dsireusa.org
Easy-to-use, well organized & fully detailed list of all federal
and state incentives for renewable energy & energy efficiency.
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Purchase (Buy Outright)?
 You pay full cost of system upfront (or finance)
 You enjoy all benefits—use clean electricity, save full
value of all electricity you generate, can sell SRECs
 You’re responsible for any repairs or maintenance.
 Typical warranties (ballpark)
– Modules: 30-yr performance, 10-yr product
– String inverters, 10 yr
– Microinverters, 25 yr
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The Upfront Challenge
 For example…
 Average residential solar = 8 kW
 Cost? Depends! Current ballpark, about $3.50/W
 Full cost, around $28,000

 Federal tax credit (30%), reduces net out of pocket to
$19,600
 Maintenance? $0.02/W annual operating cost to cover
maintenance and equipment replacement costs, per
pvwatts.nrel.gov
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The Value
 In PA, 8 kW generates about 10,000 kWh/yr. In 25 years: 250,000 kWh
 Maintenance: 8,000W * 0.02/W/yr * 25 yrs = $4,000

 Cost per kWh? ($19,600 + $4,000)/250,000 kWh = $ 0.0944 /kWh
 And, SRECs not considered here.

PPL Residential (Mar – April, 2016)
Distr = $0.04458 /kWh
Trans = $0.01258 /kWh
Gen = $0.06660 /kWh
PPL = $0.12376 / kWh
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Work with a Third Party?
Little or nothing up front !!
(of course, no tax credit & no SRECs either)

 Power Purchase Agreement (PPA)
– You allow a company to put a solar installation on your
property. They own it.
– You agree to buy all the electricity that system generates at a
pre-set price (less than utility price)
 Lease—not widely available
– You make monthly lease payments for solar installation that’s
on your property. Someone else owns it.
– The electricity that it generates is YOURS
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SolarCity (example PPA contract, for CA)

Example only, to show pricing structure. (For CA & prices change)
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SolarCity (example Leasing contract, for CA)

Example only, to show pricing structure. SolarCity does not currently
offer Leasing in PA, but other installers may.
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PPA/Leasing Considerations
When somebody else owns the system on your property,
read fine print closely, for example…
 how long? (term length, typically 20 – 25 years)
 all costs? (additional fees?, built-in annual risers?)
 system repairs (“they” do this?, details?)
 protection for your home, roof? (installation & removal)
 monitoring (so you can see how system is doing)
 can you buy system later?
 what are the options if you sell your home?

 what happens at end of term?
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So, buy or go with 3rd party?
 With $0-down 3rd party system, can expect your monthly
savings to begin right away
 If you own your system, savings over system life are much
greater
 Per a 2015 study, “home buyers consistently have been willing
to pay more for homes with host-owned solar photovoltaic
(PV) energy systems”
Berkeley Lab Illuminates Price Premiums for U.S. Solar Home Sales
(Jan 2015)
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MAREA Directory!
PA Solar Electric Installers
 Free to all
 Available on MAREA
website
(www.themarea.org)
 Self-reported data from
PV Installers working in
PA (no charge for listing)
 Services listed include
battery backup
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Other Option to Go Solar? Shop!
 Real barriers to onsite installations for many: renters, site
limitations (eg. space, shade)

 Can “shop”—choose the company that generates the
electricity you buy from the power grid
 Many renewable energy options—consider location (PA)
and energy source mix
 Read fine print, PUC offers Shopping FAQs and Worksheet
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Shop Here:
www.papowerswitch.com

“Net
Metering”
Caution!!!
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Opportunity?
If net metered customers can’t “shop”, what to do?

“This is an interesting discovery –
residential rooftop customers who
want to make their purchase fully
green with local RECs. We don’t
currently have a specific offering to
scratch that precise itch. If a lot of
people were interested, it’s probably a
problem we could solve, but would
depend on how much interest there is.”
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Recent Solar Policy Developments
 Newly formed, “Coalition for Community Solar Access”
 www.communitysolaraccess.org/

 Proposed PACE-enabling legislation
 PACE = Property Assessed Clean Energy
 PA Senate Bill 1069, enabling municipal financing

 Applicable to commercial/industrial only, not residential

 Support for PA-based SRECs (PA House Bill 2040)
 PUC considering Alternative Ratemaking Methodologies
 Revenue decoupling (separating profits from sales)
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Clean Power Plan (CPP) for PA
 Clean Power Plan
 Requires reductions in PA power plant emissions
 Currently under SCOTUS stay, pending court decisions
 Will create need/opportunity for solar

 Climate & Clean Energy Lobby Day
– Tuesday, June 14 in Harrisburg
– Buses available from Lehigh Valley Mall, Norristown,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, State College

RSVP & Select Bus

tinyurl.com/MAREACPPday
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PA DEP & Penn Future:
DOE Sunshot SEEDS-II grant
 DOE Program, “Solar Energy Evolution and Diffusion Studies II
- State Energy Strategies (SEEDSII-SES)”
 PA DEP applied, with Penn Future as a partner
 MAREA provided Letter of Support

 30-month project, 5-10-yr planning horizon

 Goal: increase solar deployment in PA to 10% by 2030
 Seeking "max solar, max benefit, min cost to consumers"
 If approved, will start to engage w stakeholders this fall
 PJM, PUC, Energy Association, environmental groups, OCA, utilities...

 Considering- regulatory & rule making issues (eg AEPS & net metering)
 market & business models (eg mid- & low-income communities)
 operations & systems (grids, policies, integration)
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PUC’s Proposed Changes to Rules
 In 2014, PA Public Utility Commission (PUC) proposed new
rules
 new limits on system size
 allowed special charges for those with solar

 new restrictions on virtual metering

 MAREA commented (solo and/or jointly) at every stage
 MAREA filed 99 pages of YOUR comments (1,691
signatures and comments)

 Two weeks ago, Independent Regulatory Review
Commission (IRRC) unanimously disapproved
rule changes!
 Back to PUC now, with limited time & options
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Avoided Emissions, urgently needed
 An 8.0 kW system in PA generates about 10,000 kWh per year.
 Based on electricity-generation emissions data from EPA Power
Profiler, this system would avoid, over a 25 year life
o 120 tons CO2
o 375 lbs sulfur dioxide
o 225 lbs nitrogen oxide
 If carbon pollution trends are not changed, by 2050 the average
temperature in Pennsylvania is going to be 5oF higher than it was in
2000. (2015 Pennsylvania Climate Impacts Assessment Update)
 15 of hottest years ever recorded have happened since 2001.
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Solar Electricity…One Bright Idea!
 Just sits in the sun and makes electricity
 Warranted for 25 years or longer
 Free fuel, without limit

 No moving parts, no noise, no maintenance
 No emissions
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Thank you! Questions?

Vera Cole
Mid-Atlantic Renewable Energy Association
Penn State World Campus, Energy and Sustainability Policy
veracole@comcast.net
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